
 

My Top 10 Book List and Why I think their  
Message Matters to Leaders  

1. Reinventing Organizations - by Frederic Laloux 

This book lays out the emergence of a new organizational model 
and for those that feel called to create a radically more soulful, 
purposeful, and productive workplace, here’s a book that can 
provide added confidence that it can be done.  It can serve as a 
practical handbook along the journey.   

As a coach, this is one of the most helpful descriptions I’ve 
found of the present situation facing leaders. Those wanting to 
make a difference will find a community in the author’s blog 
network. We will soon see how this approach makes a 
difference for the level of innovation, connection and growth 

needed to thrive into the next century.  Whether you agree or not with what’s 
postulated, this is a must read when coaching organizations and leading millennials. 
  

2. Spiral Dynamics Integral - by Don Beck 

Spiral Dynamics is a model that has been described as “The 
Theory that Explains Everything”. It’s used to map the 
commercial and economic shifts that make the modern business 
world so complex.   

As a student of anthropology, economics and human behavior,  
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Don Beck’s model has been foundational for understanding and integrating the 
evolutionary stages of development and the beliefs and behaviors that accompany 
those within social economies. While not predictive, the model and it’s underpinnings 
in human and organizational behavior provide a useful grid to assist us when 
considering what drives individual beliefs and behaviors within any civilization and 
human enterprise.  Spiral Dynamics inspires and reminds us to enter with respect and 
humility the potential viewpoints and beliefs held around the world. As members of a 
family, tribe, civilization and humanity, the model is a useful lens through which the 
human family can appreciate the language of others and with wisdom and 
compassion, strengthen connection.   
  

3. Conscious Capitalism: Liberating the Heroic Spirit of 
Business by John Mackey and Raj Sisodia 

Understand how socially conscious corporations like Whole 
Foods and Google can change the world for the better by using 
capitalism to advance an more ethical way of doing business in 
the 21st century.  

This book shares the background of capitalism along with a 
long lost appreciation for Adam Smith’s original intention that 
capitalism serves as the only economic vehicle that ignites 
individual innovation and compassion to reinvest in society. 
Staking a business claim back in this original intention, and 
committing to helping reshape business and government 

accountability to protect the system from corruption, the 
authors have ignited a movement by shareholders to be accountable to a more humane 
bottom line if capitalism will once again, flourish. It’s an important read for leaders 
wanting to connect with purpose in the hearts and minds of a millennial workforce. 
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4. Primal Leadership: Unleashing the Power of Emotional 
Intelligence by Annie McKee, Richard Boyatzis, and Daniel 
Goleman 

This is the 101 book to help organizations embrace emotionally 
intelligent leadership that promotes self-awareness and 
empathy. With the emotional intelligence capabilities better 
leveraged by leaders, the groundwork for understanding why a 
workplace is more collaborative and productive is paved.  

This is a great follow up to Goleman’s initial book on the EQ 
topic – with prolific application to business by the co-authors – 
who also practice what they preach. 
  

5. Flourish: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness 
and Well-being by Martin E. P. Seligman 

Flourish explores the Positive Psychology movement and how 
psychology can not only relieve human suffering, but also help 
people find true happiness and fulfillment in their own lives.  

One of my favorite reads and for leaders living purpose, 
Flourish helps understand the history of psychology. It 
synthesises some of the more recent scientific and psychological 
findings that our mindset impacts our outcomes. For those that 
want more than feel good pop psychology as a means of 
approaching life and leadership with optimism -- give this a 
read!     
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6. SQ21: The Twenty-One Skills of Spiritual Intelligence by 
Cindy Wigglesworth 

Though the power of spiritual intelligence, discover how to 
achieve inner and outer peace and how to more effectively lead 
with wisdom and compassion.  

It’s been my belief from childhood that humankind shares a short 
and powerful list of universal cares, fears and desires. This book 
lays out common tongue to develop and learn to address ‘how’ 
we live together on the planet with greatest love and respect. The 
SQ21 assessment tool is one of the best for coaching leaders  
ready to look at their beliefs and practices and take practical 
steps towards aligning those behaviors that can their noticing, 

acting and working towards deeper connection inside and outside. 
And yes, I believe we have that capacity for world peace.  
  

7. The Unthinkable: Who Survives When Disaster Strikes - and 
Why by Amanda Ripley 

A work of investigative journalism that explores the human 
response to tragedy and disaster and why some are able to 
overcome their fears to discover their heroism.  

Emotional intelligence suggests that our neurological system can 
trigger default behaviors that may not support us in times of 
extreme stress, real or imagined. In a quality journalistic style, 
these stories from survivors of traumatic situations and what 
kept them alive surprised me. The mental and emotional life rafts 
come from unexpected reasons to manage the flight or flight 
instinct.  This book and its findings caused me to consider what 
might sustain my clearest thinking and will to survive and be 

about building those rafts.  
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8. InsideOut Enneagram: The Game-Changing Guide for 
Leaders by Wendy Appel 

Through the use of the Enneagram, an ancient system of 
leadership, you will discover how to bring about self-
transformation and become a more empathetic and thoughtful 
leader.   

The Enneagram is my favorite approach to deeply 
understanding what motivates our needs and behaviors. It 
doesn’t leave you there but also offers practical business 
application for helping leaders grow in wisdom and connection 
with others. For individual leaders and teams wanting to 
strengthen trust and connection, Wendy Appel provides deep 

insight to how we show up in the world and why – as well as ways to make that a 
good thing for others.   
  

9. Start with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take 
Action by Simon Sinek 

Discover how using the power of “why” can make you a better and 
more successful leader who can inspires people rather than just 
command them.  

Mr. Sinek puts it elegantly and powerfully, start with why. Why 
we work, why our product or service addresses its purpose, 
starting with ‘why’ connects to purpose more than any other 
question I know. By peeling back and using what’s at the core of 
an organization’s “why” - leaders, teams and organizations can 
unlock and help ignite people and their potential.   
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10. Lead From the Heart - by Mark C. Crowley 

With traditional leadership practice failing left and right, this book 
helps to  
demonstrate that the future of workplace leadership lies with the 
heart, not as much 
with the mind.  

As a coach helping leaders that embrace purpose beyond profit, 
leading with the heart offers key principles to help re-engage the 

workforce, inspire loyalty, and give you and those you impact a 
stronger sense of purpose that reinforces resilience and growth.   
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Kim Moore is a PCC credentialed coach with the 
International Coaching Federation (ICF), with over 
25 years’ experience supporting leaders, individuals 
and teams around the world. Kim’s energy and 
heartfelt, executive presence connects with leaders 
in Fortune 500 companies, small agencies and not-
for- profit organizations. She has coached clients of 
all ages from millennials to boomers in Kuwait, 
Warsaw, Dubai and London, across a multitude of 
industries including energy, engineering, 
aerospace, communications, manufacturing, 
insurance, entertainment, hospitality and 
government contracting.
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